Role of long range interaction in oxygen superstructure formation on Cu(001) and Ni(001).
On the basis of electronic structure calculations, we show that the long range Coulomb interaction provides the driving mechanism for oxygen overlayer formation on Cu(001). We illustrate that this interaction in the precursor c(2 x 2) phase induces a missing row reconstruction of Cu(001), and leads to the (2sqrt[2] x sqrt[2])R45 degrees O structure, which has strong covalent pO-dCu coupling. For the c(2 x 2)O overlayer on Ni(001) and Cu(001), we show that pO-dNi bonding is larger than pO-dCu and serves to neutralize the perturbation of the Coulomb interaction induced by the O overlayer. Consequently, c(2 x 2)O/Ni(001)) is stable while c(2 x 2)O/Cu(001) exists only in limited environments.